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About This Game

In Eurofighter Typhoon, you are flying the famous Eurofighter on top of Iceland to fight against Russian troops which invade
the country and prevent the outbreak of World War III. Quickly outnumbered, the ICEFOR has been abandoned by NATO but

has been able to deploy a small number of the new Typhoon aircraft. You will take over the destiny of 6 pilots, each with his
own skills and abilities, in real time. Take your part in a fascinating scenario with a lot of missions and objectives to achieve!

Every steering aspect has been simplified to make this game handable for every one. Eurofighter Typhoon is a simulator game
advised to hardcore players who already have played other simulator games and to beginners!

Features

A visual and sonorous atmosphere which are part of the game, with sound themes adjusted to every situations and
impeccable sets and planes modeling.

A fascinating scenario, with breaking news on radio to keep you aware of the fight evolution!

A great lifetime: training mission, two campaign modes, a multiplayer mode.

A game for every fan of simulation and for beginners!
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Good bundle of 6 Hidden Object games
good graphics
interesting stories
affordable price
10/10 very enjoyable. Best Half-life of all half-life's. epic game with alot more content, action, and well... i hope shepard ggets
awaken from the stasis someday.. Anoxemia is an awesome game build in an underwater world. You have to collect underwater
herbs to raise your oxygen level. Dodging mines at first is easy but will get difficult with each mine you face. The setting is
great. Everything is in a dark color and you have to watch out where you step or else you get killed by a mine or even worse, by
a falling rock who blocks your path and you have to die slowly until your oxygen falls off. All in one this game has a beautiful
setting, the background looks great, the music and sound are well played and flatter around the game
for me this game has 9/10 points
. Nice, short game worth the eleven dollars if you 100% it like me. I was able to do it in a single four-hour sitting, so by no
means is it a long game. This is another one of those games that isn't particularly bad as far as gameplay goes. It's got solid
controls for the ships, and decent controls for planes. Nothing spectacular. What really makes the game less-than-stellar for me
is the main campaign. You learn about all these tactical maneuvers in the especially-long tutorial, and I was getting geared up for
a lot of fun, even fights. Were they fun? Arguably. Were they even? Hardly. There are plenty of missions where I could only
control so many ships that can produce so many planes, and yet the Japanese have far more ships and planes than I do, and just
launch them off like they're nothing more than paper planes, which really throws me off and had me frustratingly banging my
head against my laptop screen as my ship would fail because I only had fifteen planes, and the Japanese had about thirty. Of
course, I died! Only a complete idiot could kill twice as many planes as their own with THESE flight mechanics!

But what about the story that connected all these assorted battles over small, generic Phillipine islands over massive bodies of
water? It was alright. It wasn't Oscar-winning material. It got the job done. Although, I will say that while the graphics look a
step ahead of the rest of the game in the cutscenes, the animation is very stiff and robotic. I laughed during a scene where the
protagonist nearly drinks some whiskey with his commanding officer, and they both raise their glasses like two preprogrammed
machines.

And, also the game tries to show the Japanes and Americans as equals, while at the same time completely undermining their
message. I find a photograph that a Japanese pilot kept of his family (incredibly convenient, I might add), while the Japanese are
shown in the cutscenes to be in the shadows, and being given a menacing look. Almost like they're inhuman demons that deserve
to be shot down. I mean, this isn't Full Metal Jackets! This is a video game! We have to have SOME motivation for the player to
actually kill these guys, right? ... We do, don't we?. A nice time management game. The graphics are very detailed: swans swim
in the pond, chameleons on the rocks in the underground, little bunnies in the snow land. You have to balance obtaining the
items you need for your goal (i.e. 15 food, 20 gold, etc) with defeating random enemies by hiring fighters or building attack
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towers. Certain enemies are weak against certain elemental attacks. So you will have to drag the sun icon onto your fighter or
tower to defeat one enemy, then maybe the wind or water element for a different enemy. However you also need the elemental
icons to refresh your crops and trees to gather more stuff. Or to melt a frozen patch of ground. It takes a few seconds for an
element to refresh after it's been used.

The story is the usual epic of a young man who must prove himself and defeat the evil Uncle who has usurped the throne.
However, this game gives it a twist with the people being humanoid animals rather than just typical humans. Along the way we
meet all kinds of interesting creatures, even a small dragon. I really like that the characters are not human, it gives the game a
unique feel.

The music is more laid back than some time management games (such as the 12 Labours of Hercules games) and it blends into
the background nicely. The gameplay is stil hectic at times, though, especially if you want a gold rating for a fast time. But you
can just sit back and play at a leisurely pace if you want to.

According to Steam my time is at 6 hours and I just finished it on easy. If they had Steam achievements I would play more, but
so far there are just in-game achievements.

Oh, and I actually bought my copy of the game. I didn't get it free like some of the reviewers. Make of that what you will..
About half way through the game and having a great time! Love the art direction and the puzzles are a lot of fun, I'll definitely
go back to solve them in different ways. Ran into a few minor bugs, but nothing that stopped me from playing. Defintely worth
it for the music alone.
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Have to say, I've only played the first chapter, but I LOVE this game. Almost similar to Amnesia in some ways, but for a cheap
game, I'd definitely recommend it :).. Cringy Voice Acting. Is all i can think of thats bad about this game. its a fluid well thought
out platforming rpg adventure. with a ending thats rather satisfying, the combat system is fluid and works well, the boss fights
are really quite good. The sound track is great. The comic book style cutscences are great, really nice touch. The game is one
that does faf, You dont have enemys waiting for you to attack that guy. "Oh your killing him ill wait". NOPE! they will pile on
you and on nightmare its excelent fun! A solid well rounded platforming action adventure rpg. If you plaied this as a kid like i
did then its well worth revisting :).

And im sorry but if you cant run this game properly theres something wrong with your computer ... or your running a single core
laptop.. I think Tribes Of The East is very good. I was disappointed by Hammers Of Fate (too short campaign, too simple and
uninteresting new faction), but Tribes Of The East is a very successful extension. Orcs are really nice to play (new fighting
tactics with the rage of blood), are very beautiful. The three campaigns are very catchy, and it feels good to replay the
necropolis and good old Zehir (always so charismatic ! ). The game is moreover a stand-alone allowing to discover the world of
Heroes of Might & Magic V. Great achievement !
16/20. Fun if you like these type of games. Literally every single choice is important, ranging from entering a field of flowers to
entering a ghost city. So many different possibilities, yet too much to play them all. Though the combat system is flawed, the
rest of the game is pretty fun. If on a sale it is a good buy, and if you have the chance it is better if you buy all of the parts.. True
arcade feeling. Best game with mini games right now and devs are really active. More quality games like this would make VR
the best platform ever.. Uhhhhhhhhh Volume 5 came out and it's pretty ok I guess. The first character ??????\/Polypa is pretty
alright,  they are a buff olive blood mercenary girl and is overall pretty hot. Zebruh is honestly a massive piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I hate him but not because he is badly written but more of a he is supposed to
be a bad person and you are supposed to hate him sort of way, and honestly i'm fine with that.

I haven't brought up the art yet because honestly it's not that great compared to the previous volumes, it's not horrible but I do
think the backgrounds are worse and the characters look a bit odd. The music is fine but with every passing volume I wish more
and more the music would actually change during the character's path. Overall this act is just alright, not boring like volume 4
and volume 2, just ok. Also there is a netflix and chill joke so -88,888 points.

Score: I wanted  Polypa to sexually assault me instead\/5. If this game it was a potato it would be an average potato
11/10-IGN,Illuminati. I got it about an hour ago and I love it. It's a puzzle game, and really long one too, much like the classic
snake game, with extra stuff to increase the difficulty. It has a difficulty system that can change it up if you find it too easy (or
too hard, you know...). There are twenty-four different floors in just the first level, out of three. The down side of it is that you
have to collect a certain amount of hearts to go to the next floor or to the next level. This can make it a bit redundant, but, if you
like puzzle games, you won't mind. The graphics are good and has it's own charm. I was impressed with everything this game
has to offer and, again, I've only played it for about an hour.
Now, the price is a little rough, unless you use hundred dollar bills to blow your nose, but not any worse than most Indie
games(because, you know, they need to eat). I ,personally, had a coupon from making a badge for it and scrounged up the last
buck twenty-five, but, if it's on sale, I'd recommend buying it.
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